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1. Introduction 

There has been a revival of interest in effective actions recently. Much of the structure of these 

effective actions was clarified nearly two decades ago by the pioneering works of Schwinger, 

Weinberg, Coleman, Wess, Zumino and others l1l. These developments took place at a time 

when the underlying theory of strong interactions was unknown and when current algebra was 

one of the few succesful frameworks available for the analysis of hadronic phenomena. Effective 

actions were developed as a means of encapsulating all the essential predictions of current 

algebra in the language of local field theory. The basic ingredients of current algebra were certain 

symn.etry principles augmented with minimal dynamical hypothesis such as PCAC. It was also 

realized that one could bypass current algebra and directly formulate the effective actions on the 

basis of the presumed symmetries of the underlying (albeit unknown) dynamical theory. It is this 

aspect of effective actions that manes them very useful for study. In the modern context, though 

QCD stands out as a promising candidate for the theory of hadrons it is nevertheless extremely 

difficult to calculate the low energy properties of hadrons from QCD. However, one might try to 

use the knowledge of the symmetries of QCD to construct effective actions which describe the 

low energy behaviour of hadrons in terms of a few parameters like the pion decay constant fR etc. 

Of course, the presence of anomalies can complicate the construction of effective actions as 

symmetries present at the classical level will in general not be maintained in the quantum theory. 

But the very special properties of anomalies allow one to extend the construction of effective 
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actions sue* that the anomalous structure of the underlying ttieury is reflected i l^eir .n ,-m 

essentially unique manner 

The recent interest m et'ec've actions has been, among oine-r reasons, due ra trie 'eY'va' o* 

Skiyrr*.. s hypothesis(hat In» saiitons of such theories nay öehave *ebaryons 'J', A number o' 

qualitative 'eatjres of bartons *a*e) been suCcestulty reproduced on this bass This 

:nt«rpfe|juiort of the soii'ons or ctiirai effective theones is crucaiiy depenoen! on |he anomalous 

secto" ol th* iheofy A D'oper jnaer standing o' effective actions describing polh pions ard 

wector mesons :s important bom hom trie pent of view of describing the low energy dynamics o! 

ihese part c es as «ten as ky possible improvements m irw desertion of baryoris as soMons 

A lumber of aniöes nas appealed receni y on the inclusion of vector mesons «nrtvn the "•"«.i-v* 

action approach Soine o* these are based on th* so cai'eO Hidden symmeir es (3.4; Desp te 

trie 'act fi«il tne p inches and techniques or the construction of e f ec> ve actons wivi 

unde'stood iong ago J5). mere appears ro bt> contusion both win regard 10 me LonstruC'on ,i<; 

•eü as trie nie'pretaton o' «^ective aci-ons Some ol me results claimed recent!» >ve f "-»" 

«ronq or .ntroinpyeie l! >s trie Purpose ot th.s paper 10 mend some o* these *edn points 

We oase our discussion on the generating tunctiona at QCP We note ma* it e i K & s .1 

mathematical gauge invanar"ce las af-tacy stressed m re! '5!' *rnch is eipioited m f e 

construction of the effective action along with standard Leger», e transformation 'ecnmQues in 

me ar oma:Ous sec»' tne Adie' Ba'deen anomaly >s renterpreted lor veütor ^esons .n in e 

;onte«t of QCD m sector 2 a paFamet'uat'on ol the effective action for ptons and ^ n and A, 
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vector mesons is given mat include» the most genera) two derivative propagator «.ins A 

comparison 's made with the effective actions obtained trom t*# hidden symmetry approjch l-

section 3 we e aborale on the connection «nth tfie work m rets ;e,7] by integrating o.'i one cf thi-

fields 1*,) and considering the realisation o* chtra' symmetry in |he resulting aciiD" T'•? 

anomalous sector <s included n section 4 An extension to include the week vector boiois n< 

the standard model <s given in • manner that makes d rect contact with the OCD genera'.r.ij 

functional (section 5) The enpetimeritai statut ot the effective action is discussed n ;eci o- f, 

The parameters of the effective action are determined by us.ng me c> and A, masses the ;< • 

e*e width and the ratio a* vector and anal form (acton as measured m * > «vr rtci . i , ,i-, 

inputs The resulting values are used to predict the decay widths lor the processes ,• • .'• A 

t fin and the branching ratio 1 > A, v over t + - . The results are m good «greener! *.•" 

observed values 
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2. TA* 9tt9ctt*9 metion 

We shall consider the form of the effective action S describing the mesons n, f», A^ and u> as il can be 

derived from two assumptions The first is the assumption that QCD is the underlying theory and hence 

the symmetries of QCD will restrict the possible form of the effective action Secondly, we shall assume 

that it makes sense to consider a<t effective fagrangian which is local tn the fields describing the mesons 

We shall choose to organize S in increasing maximal number of space-time derivatives du apoearing >n S 

The assumptions made here do not require Ik^ | < m^ (with m one of the meson masses); they simply 

state that m S matrix elements it is reasonable to keep a few powers of k2 at energies we are interesled m 

(i e around 1 GeV). 

We may state the above procedure as follows Ordering the generating functional W(J>. where J stands 

for the vector sources under consideration, in powers of J. its typtcal form is 

In the cc-rplete theory the spectral function determining & ~' has contributions from all slates that can 

be excited by J The essence of the particle dominance hypothesis, in our particular case vector meson 

transform to obtain an effective action S [8 ]. 

dominance, is to truncate the contributions to Au v * to single part.de states only Perform ng a Legendre 

with 6 the conjugate variable to the sourer J 

SW(JJ 
%. - ~W • 

we oblam the effective action for the vector meson (using (2 1)): 

S (*£ ^ - '-T' Q '--C * n^her order irteracttxi terms. 12-4) 

We now assume that the higher order terms in the tagrangian density corresponding to (2.4) may be 

truncated to a finite number of local terms organized according to an increasing number of derivatives 

http://part.de
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!nvnnances of OCD will reslnct the number of lerms possible 1o a certain order (local invanances will even 

imply relations between the propagator term and the higher order terms m (? 4)) It should be noted thnt 

lh;s truncation is only made \n {2 A) and A^v ' can have Ihe structure of a relativists covanant propagator 

We shall restrict ourselves only to the two flavour theory mvanani under SU(2) l »S ' J {2 ) H ' <Un ) v 

transformation where S U ( 2 ) L ® S U ( 2 ) R is the group of chiral and isosprn transformations 

Lei us consider the following path integral for OCD: 

^ 

(2 5b) 

where •* 

St p.s.v. .ji, t , ^ / ; ) = 

In {? 5) ( V . ^ . G M 3 ) refer to the fermionic (quark) and gluonic degrees of freedom of the SU3 colour theory. 

Xa/2 are the generators o? Ihe colour group. P, S. V„ , A^, 1) „ are external functions carrying the quantum 

numbers tsovector-pseudoscalar. isoscalar-scaiar, isovector-vector. isovector-axial vecior 

isoscalar-vector. The Yang Mills action for the gluon fields and the gauge fixing terms needed are 

absorbed m the definition of the OCD measure ^ Q C D ' V . V . Gu
a ) Since panty is conserved by strong 

interactions, V.A couplings are introduced by a single coupling constant g Inclusion of ihe weak 

interactions which violaie this symmetry LS discussed later on 

This particular choice of the generating functional is motivated by the currently accepied pictijr».' o' 

isospm and chiral symmetry tn OCD. The precise interpretation ot Ihe functions (S. P. Vp, ) m a genivc 

field theory depends on the nature of eiamentary fields in it In a theory possessing elementary fields w.:" 

these quantum numbers, these functions should be interpreted as external fields But m a theory I ko 

OCD where there are no elementary fields with such quantum numbers, these external functions should 

be interpreted as external sources which can produce epilations with the relevant quantum nu<r,bpfs h 

may so happen (as it indeed does for QCD) that the underlying dynamics produces resonances in i^ese 

quanium number channels, and that for the situations of mierest exchanges with the , ' qua^l i .T 

numbers are dominated by these resonances 

The nature of the scalar source S m OCD depends on whether chiral symmetry is realized m the so c.i'Vd 
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W«grt«r or Goldstone mode. We shall assume that QCD realties ch'faJ symmetry m the Goldstone mode 

when means an absence of a resonance m the S-channei as a chiral partner to the pion 

The action (,2 ib) is invariant under local isospm (parameter Ji). chiral (parameier n>) and U(1) 

transformations «parameter n.̂ ) 

• > 
(2 6c.) 

^ A , = = \ * ] 0 . 126b) 

It follows that, it we neglect the possible existence ot anomalies W(P.V.A,U,S; is invariant under the 

transformations (2 6b) We perform a Legendre transformation in the functional variables P. V. A. U. S 

[5.9]: 

L ( K . p . » . S ^ = W ^ ^ A - ^ - S ) - { K [ ^ X \ H . K CS] (27a) 

In (2 7a) contact terms are added to W such that I (*,P,CM«».O) i$ invariant under 

(27c) 

hS z - to « , 
(2 8a) 

(2 8b) 
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The transformation p r o p e r t y (2 8) of Ihe fields can be derived from (2 6b) and (? 7b,c) and , f »• 

mvanance of W 

The ef fect ive lagrang ian for p ions under the above assumpt ions is g i ven , to the lead ing order *r u >• 

number of der ivat ives, by the welt known o -mode l [9,10] 

L(n) s - i ^ n ) 1 - i(\e)\ ^ • * ' = {« (2 9) 

The constraint o 2 * * 2 = fK^ is compatible with (he transformation rules (2.8a) The constraint is '.he solution 

of 

- - - )n Ö wrthS=0. 

(2 9) is the nonlinear realization of chiral symmetry In ref [6J an alternative realization is given m terms of a 

matrix U transforming under the relevant flavour group as 

U' : 

* 

u 

= ï u V ' 
- < * u < * 

( l t O i p i « > ) , 

(cU.la? j . (2 10) 

The connection between (2.9) and (2 10) for the two flavour case can b . effected by the genera 

formalism of ref (11] Stated explicitly, this connection is 

r 1w TIT 
(2 IV 

where * is the pion field according to ref (6J The exponential or U formalism exhibits the Uan«worma:>o' 

properties m a more transparent manner and for this reason is mote suitable for the construction o' 

invariants The o gauge, i.e. 

on the other hand, enjoys greater computational ea^e. From now on we shall put In-1 

\n the presence at sources for the vector currents, we know that any local eifect've lagrangian I fs, ( i . m 

because of the local invanance (2 8), has to be constructed of the mulliplet (o.it). its covanant denvat v>.-
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fy€ " V + I*-5,* * A * - - \ * - i h M * ' *}*"> <? 12) 

and the Yang-Mills field itrengih tensors for w and for a R = p + a and a L = p a or equivalent^ 

the p and a held strength tensors 

V = ̂ ^ - ^ «r > 

wi*h O^ the tsospin COvanant derivatives. Under local chtral transformations we have 

(2 13a} 

(2.13b) 

12-14) 

The general form for tha* pari or '_ that includes the kinetic terms for it, p, w and ft, assuming that L 

is local >n the fields, s given by 

Tne term proportional to K reads in the exponential gauge (2.11 ) 

^ - ^ [ . j f . T . F ^ u Y f F,')], B.1W 

rsj = p t w . 

The form o' I has indeed been considered by other authors before They have. However, interpreted the 

«e dependent terms differently While the authors of rel {12] have introduced Such a term m a ireatmem 

that gauges away a u v (which v*e certainly do not want to do), the authors of ref {13] only consider the 

implications of this term for low energy pion interactions only. 

We. however, wish to consider the relevance of this term for the vector mesons and show that this has 

drastic consequences for phenomenology (»n the right direction) In the first instance such a term affects 

both the mass matn* for the vector mesons as well as their couplings It is to be noted thai the Goldsione 

nature of the pions and the consequent nonlinear realization of chiral symmetry are essential for the 
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presence af this term 

In order lo apprec ale the implicaiions of trus term lot us exiimmt? the particle content of the agr^n. \v\ 

resulting trom (2 15) and (£.7a) " e 

L , L - { ~ l ( p ; • > ) - i- '*^V 

? [ ( ^ M ^ / ] - *((^)p,.\ - ^ - * ) ^ - £ ^ (217) 

It is cfear from (2.17) thai 1he fields o^Pa.an<1 wu ^° n 0 ' possess the canonical normalizations To achieve 

this, we bring the quadratic part of t into canonical form by the field redefinitions 

pr - V(*»«' ? r , (?18a] 

- k - , ^ I ? 1 Ö C ; 
> 1 ~ Vflf <- . 

With thu choice 

* " (> - 5?) 
one obtams: 

W-i p t ^ p lV ' JUL- (-'*'•} 

1 (K-*. " it) l A y > x pi' r J' 
From (2.18). (2 20) one finds for the ratio of the p and Aj masses and for the p and A^ coupling. 

(we restored f^) 
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Thus we see that the presence o' the * term spoils (he equality of the vector and anal vector coup! nq 

constants even though the theory is chirai invariant It also spoils the claim of current algebra ihnr rhu A; 

mass can be predicted m terms of gp, fR and mp {as an application of Weinberg's sum rules [14]) Bu; trus 

claim assumes thatgp3gAl; <2 2t) recast m the form 

**i . jk (x i l ly* 
P I e f 

»s indeed consistent with Weinberg's first sum rule Put (2 21b.c) explicitly violate the second sum rule o I 

Weinberg (when saturated only with p and Â  mesons) Our point of view is that the second sum rule 

makes assumptions about high energy extrapolations of current algebra as opposed to the first sum rule 

which avoids such assumptions As current algebra and equivalent^ the effeciive lagrangians are 

expected to be good approximations to the true theory (QCD) only at low energy a violation o' ihe second 

sum rule should not be loo surprising Later on we shall show thai ihe K term is essential for good 

phenomenology 

At this point we may compare our results with the hidden symmetry approach [4] They work in the 

exponential gauge and write the pion matrix U • \^ ^M*»R
 W l , h ^l ^M- ^R "ansformmg under a group 

lSU(2)LxSm2)R!globa, x ISUt2)LxSU(2)R]|0ca, as 

5N M - K » 5*1*) KM* (22?b) 

The local group is gauged by introducing gauge fiekts l^ and R^ which are assumed to be dynamical and 

transform as 

and their (lowest order) Lagrangian reads 

• * t T-, [(t^M)%*]1 
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Fixing the gauge £L * ^ R - $. £,M = 1 and hence U = i,2 = o + IT.K (d (? 10)) and rewriting t ^ = v ( l A ,̂ Ĥ É 

= V^ + A^ their lagrangian reads ( V^ *» T / 2 . V^, A^ = T / j . A^): 

(2 ?b 

Because of the gauge fixing a global chiral transformation g = 1 • i T'2 . w (to infinitesimal) implies hj *-^ 

. -1 
1 -1 x>2 •(<***> (t *- *) an(1 *® obtam the chiral transformation rules for V^ and A„ 

^ T ÏT Ï ( " * * > * ^ 
where we redefined 

\l' ' V + £ - 77 T T x K . f??7. 

(2 26) is precisely the nonlinear transformation rule for matter fields ur.der a chiral transformation ;\:, 

derived in ref [6] (isospm transformations can be wo^ed Out similarly) 

It is now straightforward tD show that by a field redefinition chosen to be a crmal transforms! on w.''' 

parameter-ji 

t 
- f7 o + -

r 

ihe terms carrying two Lorentz indices of our lagrangian (2 17) (without w tfymr.) go over ^-'.o i? ?':>\ 

provided we put 

These restrictions on the parameters are a consequence of the (act that L m (? 17) is inv;v.;i^t û '-J»•• '^.-,-

S U ( 2 ) L * S U ( 2 ) F I transformations apart 1rom the n and a mass terms 
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Of Af «ntf mm nonHnomr rwmttrmtion of chtrai symmetry tor s. p 

in this section «MO wish to consider an effective lagrangtan describing only x and p mesons. This 

lagrangian should be applicable, for instance, to kinematicat circumstances at which the A1 meson is too 

heavy to be produced but the p can shU be produced Such a tagrangian can be obtained by substituting 

•he solution of the equation ol motion for toe Ai field {or equwalentty a field) into a lagrangian descfibing 

x. p and A^ mesons. The symmetry properties of the resulting n. p lagrangian can be deduced easily: 

on* first performs the field redefinition {2.29) from p. a to V', A and then solves for A. Substituting the 

solution for A one obtains a lagrangian invariant under (d (2 8a), (? 26)) 

o i l a 6" W > (3 1a» 

which is the standard nonlinear realization of chiral symmetry. 

It is however instructive to see how thmgs work out it one chooses not to make the above field 

redefinition, but directly solve tor o For the purposes of illustrating this pomi we shall consider the 

lagrangian 

L .-![(vr - M l - i ~iip; * s;l - < PA - * v • M 

In order to solve the a equation of motion we shall employ perturbation theory in 

i, 

i = —t (3-3) 

and expand up to first order in c (experimentally, we have e-t/3» bul one should then also include the * 

term (2 17» 

h should be emphasized thai if a^ (K.P) IS the solution of the a equation of motion, then the 

transformations 
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leave ihe resulting lagrangian I • L(n.p,fi) invariant as can be verified as follows: 

On the other hand 

Si -- v p * ^ * ^ '~ ° (36) 

Evaluating (3 6) for a - a and using ^fa' a=a* = 0 w e ' , n d 

S* L* s o 
(3 7) 

Though the transformations (3.4) leave L invariant, it is by no means obvious that they close to form tho 

relevant Lie algebra (and in fact they do not) 

The equation of motion for a from (3.2) reads (we shnll for the remainder of inis s&ction absorb the 

coupling constant g tnto the fields) 

(3 9) 

(3 10) 

We wnte 

r r r 
The leading order solution is 

r - * r 
Oelming 

? - U ) - f » i - M * . - - M ( 3 i i ) 

with the superscript (°) denoting that a * 0 * has been substituted for a. we obtain 

The lagrangian I* becomes, with a ( 0 ) and a(1> given by (3 10) and (3 12) 

(3 12) 
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(3 13) 

«Ve sh«N not discuss the explicit form of L iny longer, bul instead concentrate on the transformation 

rules tor p. As argued already 

<-'•>- f » ' L n i - » ) (3.14) 
= * ê > c * E ^ O H J, 

rr t> 
together «i(h the pion chi*al transformation, leaves L* invariant. Also it is straightforward to show that 

a ot = u» * p • ' 3 5 ' 

The dosure of (314) is studied by evaluating 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to infinitesimal crural parameters «>t and »2 Combining (314) and 

<3.l5)wehave 

C C C^ P * (w,»Sj *p , (317) 

and hence we would need 

for closure. However, one finds that (3.18) does not vanish but is equal to 

(319) 

E^gwenby 

pio , - - r 
b

r " ? n " ] / • - > > (3 20a) 

U , £ - « ' S 5 W + D S ^ (3.20b) * - P - <*„ * Of +- Utf f> % 
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the leading order equation of motion for p derived from L* Thus we see that the transformation (3 14) 

only closes when p is on shell We shall fry lo repair this non closure by exploiting the Irivial invanance 

where E^ is the equation of motion for p. We look for an n such that 

o Ï & • fc' (3 22) 

closes off shell (first order in e E^ in (321) may be replaced by E^°> defined in (3.20)) Invanances o< the 

type (3.21) vanish on shell and they are empty from a physical point of view since they contain no more 

information than the equations of motion. 

After some algebra one finds that this is achieved by the choice (up to first order in i) 

o ' p , . £ ± ( n * £ } x E (3 23) 

The final expression for a closing transformation of p that leaves L* invariant, up to first order m i, is 

(3 24) 

^ '- * * V " f ** (*xCi)l1 Er' 
The remarkable feature of (3 24) is that it is nonlinear in p and involves derivatives of the fields in a 

complicated way. yet if leads to closure. 

01 course, for all it. p lagrangians obtained from a chiral invariant *,p. a lagrangian (and. m our case, to aü 

orders in t) closure can be atlained in a similar way, as this follows from the general discussion at the start 

of this section, A field redefinition on p can be made such that the transformation law (3 24) goes over mto 

the canonical form (3.1 b). 

It is important to note that in this discussion i nly global chtrat symmetry was considered, ihe local one >s 

lost upon substitution of o„ L (*,p> without the p mass term is invariant under local isosp.n 

transformations but not under global chiral transformations. The above iffusfrates the result obtamed m 

[6.7) that irreducible muUiplets of the linearly realized subgroup are sufficient to realize the symmetry 

nonlinearly. 
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4L atcauator» o* ah» «nematous sector 

ft >s in general not correct to expect the effective lagrangian to possess all trie symmetries that are present 

for the integrand of the QCO path integral: there may be anomalies [15]. But the very special properties of 

anomalies (Adkw-Bardeen theorem (16} stating absence ot radiative corrections to anomalies) make it 

possible to take the» presence into account lor effective lagrangians in an unambiguous manner. This 

also means that modulo the anomalous parts, effective tagrangians win have symmetrie present at the 

ie^i of the QCO acbon 

A fast attempt at obtaining an anomalous effective lagrangian including pions and photons was made in 

(17]. White in the sector involving only neutral pions and photons, the results obtained there were 

correct, in the charged sector the results were incorrect due to an improper realization of gauge 

invariance. This defect was removed independently and simultaneously in refs.[l8-22]. With the 

exception QI rets. {19). these works deaS only with y-O* and 9y~*3« reactions. In ref [19] Wess and 

Zumino provided an elegant algebraic means ot constructing anomalous effective actions and obtained 

y-»3m. 2y-»3* as parts of an SU(3)x$U(3) chiral lagrangian. For the rest, they gave the results as a 

on* parameter integral. m ref [20] attention was restricted to SU(2)xSU(2) chiral symmetry. Only the 

electromagnetic field was treated as a gauge field and the anomalous effective lagrangian was given as an 

explicit functional of pion and photon fields. The property of the anomaly that is crucial to the treatment ol 

both rets- [19) and [20) is that it is independent of the pion fields. In many essential respects the case ol 

SU(2)*SU<2) chiral symmetry is different from that of SU(3)xSU|3) The Wess-Zummo term i* absent for 

SUf.2)x$U<2). and for this reason the Y - O * , 2Y-*3K effective lagrangians cannot be obtained by the 

method recently advocated by Witten. [23). Moreover, the SI ';2)*SU(2} group is anomaly free. The 

y-*d*. 2y-fc3* interactions cannot be obtained by embedding the U(l) electromagnetic interactions in 

SU(2). It is then necessary to include additional U(i) gauge fields and identify the photon field as an 

appropriate linear combination of this U(1) field and a certain component of the nonabelian vector gauge 

field. The anomalous effective action can then be obtained by either explicitly realizing gauge invariance 

and requwing that the chirai variation reproduces the anomaly (as was done in rel. [2Q|or by integrating 

the anomaly as pointed out in ret [19]. 

First let us consider the expression for the Bardeen anomaly [24]. According to Bardeen, if the action ot 

the underlying theory is augmented by terms of the type 
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where V*1 and A*1 take valuwm some Lie algebra. it is impossible lo regularise the quantum theory m such 

a manner that both vector and anal Ward identities are satisfied If the theory is regulated such thm 

vecto» Ward identities are satisfied, there is an inevitable breakdown ot the conservation ot axial cufff-nto 

expressible as the anomaly 

1 i r C (4.1b) 
* / * ^ > 

where Ta are the generators ol the L« group and j ^ 5 * are the corresponding axial currents 

To produce an effective lagrangian including anomalous vertices, we consider the anomalous part of the 

generating functional W a n which upon an infinitesimal chiral transformation changes precisely by the 

anomaly -

For the case of SU(N)xSU(N), an explicit expression for W a n was derived in ref [?5], In ref [26), an 

effective tagrangian for photons and pions, was extracted from W a n which completely reproduces the 

result of ref (19) up lo irrelevant four divergences after due attention is paid to the necessary p<on field 

redefinition. The explicit form of W a n in the exponential parametrization of GoWstone fields is 

where 
- ^ I J > , ^ u - u ^ V j ; -JP

RJ,L]1 «2> 

r /* ' r /* ^ 

In the o gauge, defined by (2 11) and with 

M -. V * A T L - V - A 
r r r •> V r r ' 

(4 3) 

V , - i V r A . - 1 A - r < 4 - « ' 

the expression for W a n reduces, after some algebra, lo 
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where 

T? - -} - w H 5b) 

We decompose the full generating functional W into terms Wtm* with m the number of Lorentz indices 

attached to vector fields and derivatives 

W . W U ) • W ^ • . . . . <46) 

From (4 5) we see thai W*" has m.4. Th» equation relating the field e to the source J (cf section 2) is 

given by (2 3). Introducing 

% s -Ty-
«•get 

%(D- <flT> * e^TW..- • 
Assuming thai this equation can be inverted, its solution is again ordered in the number of Lorentz 

indices: 

* r = J r
 (lf^ + J ^ t^) * ..- , (4.9) 

and we obtain the effective action S: 

SI*) = 5 U ) ( ^ * S"%} + . . . , (4 10a) 

SW(tf= W t t>(j"^)) - T^d,)»/», ,4 10b, 

£%) -. W W ( I M ( V ] ) , (4,0c, 
when» we used 

up to lowest order m m. 

Thus to tftis order in rn we only need to know A^1 ' in order to calculate the anomalous part of the effective 

action. The interaction lagrangian to this order takes into account only the momenturn independent part 

of the propagator 4^"" l (cf. section (2 1)) Momentum dependent parts will contribute to the terms S<m) 

with m> 6. Extension to higher order than 4 is much more difficult as one would need to solve Yang-Mills 
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type equations (at least m some approximation) 

The expressions tor J j / ' * are easily found from (2 17) 

* = l i?. . (4.13) 

A , 1 

Substituting (4.12) in (4 5) yields the following final result for the anomalous effective tagrangian 

«. «• «^'Ü ,• ft. (5 »«,) - t""v ':'. '„ii.li.n,i), 

^ = £ &r t t 4*« £ . (4.14) 

(the treatment of the w field along (4 6)<411) is trivial). 

This disagrees with the enpression found »n ref |27]. An obvious source of errors is their incorrect 

expression for the non anomalous effective lagrangian which via J , / ' ' produces an incorrect I , Also 

the procedure they use to obtain Lna is not as straightforward as ours, but involves the use of counter 

terms (it is conceivable that their method is a more complicated way of performing the Legenda1 

transformation). 
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5. CoqpUng to Mi* «pa* efrcfromaanefrc sector 

We shaM now deduce the form ol the effective acton which describes the coupling of the mesons to the 

SU(2\ gauge fields W^ and the hypercharge gauge field B^ This enables us to use the decays invoking 

leptons as probes tor determining the parameters of the strong effective action. The action instead ol 

(2 5b) now reads 

s -. ry« i ^ ^ • i ,Mq;V• <(tv;- W * K ^ * ) V 

where S ^ ^ ^ includes the weak vector boson - tepton - Higgs part of the action. We perform the 

Legendre transrbrrnabon on the generating functional W (cf. (2.5a}) with respect to the sources V^ etc.: 

L(«.p.o.,w1W,B,«r ,) = W - \d"x\n•? * S S] (S2a) 

• t«*Miyr>f • i vv f l • * •*«$*% (v*f, 

If we now define 

and likewise for eu A, u and tt we see that the Legendre transform (5-2) has exactly the same form as 

before wMh the «etds P. CL «replaced by p i and ~ (use v^' - £ ' * Vu' - P^1 etc) Using (2.15) as an ansatz 

for L and including the Yang-fcKts and mass terms fur W and B, the effective lagrangian now reads 

(54a) 
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"f. - to* ^W % * <* ÖW W ^ •> (5 4CJ 

(54e) 

In these expressions a^ is the photon field. Oyy the Weinberg angle and e the electrical charge The 

covahant derivative J ^ is just »^ defined in (2.11) with p and a replaced by p and*. We put JM, p'-t (cf. 

(2.15)) which is just an overall normalization of linear SU(2)L»SU(2)R mulliplets The mass terms in (5 4a) 

have to be diagonalized and as in (2.18b) the a field has to be shifted in order to read off the particle 

content. Within the sector of vector fields this has to be accomplished by an orthogonal rotation in o der 

to keep the structure of the kinetic terms in (5.4a) intact. Up to first order in the weak couplings g(_, gy and 

in nrtyy'2 we obtain the following field redefinitions: 

charged, aecior; 

> »fc 

ntulral smaen 

(5 6a) 

(5 6b) 

MO 

a 
r 

I pU S (5 6d) 

(5 6e) 
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9p 9a' " p 2 *rH* mv? * • <*»tined,n (2 21 From (S Sc) and (5 6de) il is clear thai dtrect p. A,, it lepion 

couplings replace the couplings induced by the exchange of intermediate vector bosons. Up to this 

order m the weak couplings the masses do not receive any corrections (in second oröer the relat, e 

corrections are ot order 10"* - 1Q"S> The complete effective lagrangian can now be obtained by replacing 

p. a and *> in (217) by p.* and U and men using (S.5). (5 6) 
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6. Exptrlmtntël stêtu* ol the tUecMve sctlon 

Ir thts section we delermine the parametefs of the etfecltve action trom experimer.is anc< examine sim-n.* 

processes which depend on the value ot K in (2 15). (217) Since we want to be abk 'o make predict ons 

for ihe p and Â  widths we shall include in our discussion another local lerm that contributes to both p , 

2n and Â  -»p* decays [28,1| 

(6 1) 

Within our assumptions there tfi not exist oiher terms contributing to these decays. Shifting the field <t as 

in (2.18), (2.19) we may calculate the terms in the full lagrangian (2 17) • (6.1) contributing io p *2n and 

A^ -* px decay (put $-\y. 

-P*" # - (6 2) 

/ ^ A * ^ î ( 6 3 ) 

with the couplings QpKK. Qi and 92 given by 

i f l 

" I 

(6 4) 

(6 5a) 

(6 5b) 

(6 6) 

(6 7) 

where we used (221) and p and Aj have been put on she» 

An optimal determination of gp, * and A. can be made from the experimental values of the p° »e*"e rir-c.iy 
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width ' p -»•*•"• the At top mass ratio and the axial to vector form facto rata as irteasured in K lev? 

decay. We sha» then be able tomato predictions farther O K . A, *pn andx »Atvwidths 

From (5.6e) the term inducing p°-*e*e decay is given by 

andheno»ihevatueolgp2M]i can be interred from 

L p . ^ e V = - ?_ o ^ r ; ^ ^ <68> 

*\Vi 

where a is (he Rne structure constant, m, the electron mass and the number is the current experimental 

vatu*. 

Jl. - \<\2. t © O S {610a) 

(from p-»*v decay, using (4.14} and (5 6c). a 25% larger value is obtained). Then K or raiher n2 can be 

determined from (2.21a) and we obtain: 

X 1 r I f B t O. O ^ (tt - O l » + O . Ö i ) 
(6.10b) 

Next we calculate the value of the ratio y a* the axial and vector form factors whtch has been measured in 

x*-***vf decay [29) The structure dependent tvrms follow from the terms in the effective lagrangtan 

describing the «*> and xyA; vertices, which are given by (using (2.17), (6 1). (4 14) and (5 6a.cJ): 

+ t e li a TT* [' Q • rv,M A. 

and the couplings pev and A1ev which follow from (5 5c) Tr amplitude coming from the last term in 

(6 11) is not (em.) gauge invariant but combines with the bremsstrahlung diagrams into a gauge invariant 

contribution. The structure dependent part of the amplitude becomes 
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where k. ;. p and -q are the pion. photon, neutrino and positron momenta respec1<vely. t the potanjtaiioti 

vector tor the photon and u and v the polarization spmors tor the neutrino and positron Comparing (6 i?> 

with ref. (29] we can read off an expression lor \y\ 

(613) 

which yields, using (6 5b) and (6 10) a value for X: 

"X r O . J J t 0 . 0 5 , (6.14) 

>< we use the value y « 0.44 10.12 from ref. [29]. 

We now can estimate ^ j , and fAl_^K • F'o*1 (6 2)(6.7) we obtain 

t * i 
t t i 

^ = * ' P " (6 16b) 

6c) 

With (6 10) and (6.14) as input, using (6.2)-(6 7) we Obtain 

r
P - w n - MJ t U MtV, (6.17) 

r * - X7*< + * * M * V , (6.1B) 

where we used mK-135 MeV, mp«769 MeV. m^1«t275 MeV and fK=93 MeV. The values (G 17), (6 18) 

ate to be compared with the experimental values r p ^ j , ..15413 MeV and l A É , lR = 315 * 45 MeV R» 

comparison, one may calculate these two widths and the A^ mass assuming the absence ol the x terrr. m 

(2 17), whtch y»elds 
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rA , as t i Mtv, (619b) 

As pomtoti out in ref. (30], there are finite width corrections to (6 15). (6 16) due to the presence of 

strongly interacting particles in the Anal state, tn ref (29] they have been estimated lor the p-»2x case; 

(6.15) has k> be replaced by 

r . ( u liY*.- A- ^ t=L4^T r ( u i lY - -J- Je: *vl (6 20a) 

X* 

^,x (6.20c) V (t«;-«o 
A simitar expression for the correction to the Aj width is not known. From (620) we have the 

experimental value 

(6 21] 

We may conclude thai the theoretical values for the p-*2x and A,-»px decay widths ob'amed trom the 

effective lagrangia» are « good agreement with experiment. From (619) il is dear that the K term plays an 

important role. 

The error estimates in (6 17)-(6 19) come from the experimental errors in the data used to determine the 

values of the parameters ot the effective action Unless otherwise stated experimental numbers are taken 

from re*.|31|. 

Another measured decay that involves the K parameter is the x-»pxv, decay There are lour types ot 

diagrams contributing to it. as depicted in fig. 1. 
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'n « p 

rv 

tg. 1. Q»r»tMorv tor~*xvf decay 

Type III and IV diagrams are one order higher in a or Gp and need nol be considered here Typo I t s 

Htoemalcalty supprtssed with respect lo type I because the invariant px mass M is restricted to the region 

M? z mp^m,2 . We conclude that the p and n m the final state will mainly come from an internal A\. a fact 

thai was experimentally confirmed (see rel [32J>. The x-*pv and t-»A (v wtdths are. using (5 5c) 

(622a) 

(6.22b) 

(6 23) 

Using (6 10) and m ^ 1784 MeV we obtain: 

r 

n V 

The agreement is reasonable II we put » 1 in (6 22b) we obtain 057 lor the branching ratio (6 ?4t» 

where, however, ihe value (6.19c) for the Ai mass was used 
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7, Condustoff 

A paramethzation of the effective action tor the system o' x.p.Aj. and ut mesons has been given m a 

manner that makes explicit the contact with the QCD generating functional and its symmetries The 

presence o* chwal anomalies is taken into account to yield the anorru .ous part ot the effective action. The 

•rlectwe action is organized m increasing order ot derivatives and the first few nonirivial farms in such a 

series are presented. The effective action is also extended to include the couplings to the weak and 

electromagnetic sector of the standard model. 

An optimal determination of the parameters of the effective action has been made by using the 

experimental input for the branching ratio p-»e*e\ the mass ratio of A1 and p. as welt as the axial to vector 

form factor raho as measured in x~*evy. On the basis of this determination, predictions have been made 

for the decay rates p-»2x. A,-*px and x-»A,v The agreement of these predictions with the 

corresponding experimental data is good. The experimental consequences of the anomalous effective 

action as applied, for example, to processes like p-*** T-»V+HK* etc have already been considered m 

the literature {33). Our discussions should be considered as complementary to these calculations The 

tatter are not particularly sensitive to the parametrizabon ot the effective action considered by us 

The anomalous effective acNon was computed by Legendre transforming the anomalous generating 

functional which « given uniquely In principle, the calculation of anomalous scattering amplitudes can be 

performed directly from this generating functional However, the effective action has the advantage that it 

affords a straightforward separation of the A-\ and n contributions to the axial vector source, which is 

useful in the context of particle dominance. Also, one would need the explicit form of Lan in, for example. 

skyrrnion type calculations 

tt is important to apply the effective lagrangian obtained here to other processes at relatively low energies 

to further test the assumptions that have been made Of particular interest are the ingredients of locality 

of interactions and local chiral and isospin symmetry of the QCD generating functional which were 

exploited m these constructions 

From a theoretical pomt of view, some aspects of the nonlinear realization of chiral symmeti i were clarified 

by integrating out the Â  fields and studying the invanances of the resulting p.n lagrangian 
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